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A COLTRCTIVE COORDINATE THEORY OF LIQUID HELIUM VIA

THE GREEN'S FUNCTION EQUATIONS OF MOTION

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid helium has been the subject of considerable interest

since it was first liquified by Onnes in 1908. (1) Since then the

remarkable properties of the liquid have been examined in numerous

experiments and for the most part are well understood.
(2-9)

At 2.18°K

naturally occurring helium undergoes a phase change into what is called

helium II. Helium II has a thermal conductivity approximately 1000

times that of pure copper at room temperature and has a near zero

viscosity (superfluidity).(2'3) Thermal waves called second sound

are propagated in helium II with very little attenuation and the fluid

exhibits a thermomechanical effect not found in any other liquid.
(6)

The unique properties of helium II are now known to be directly

due to the Bose statistics of the individual helium atoms. Helium is

found at two isotopic masses, He
4

and He3 with He3 found only to an

extent of 1 part in 107 in natural underground helium.(10) The He4

atom contains an even number of fundamental particles and obeys Bose

statistics while the He3 atom obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics. Ptre He3

has been investigated to 0.002 °K without exhibiting any phase change.

Recently however, phase changes have been observed just below this

temperature at pressures above 21 atmospheres and at 0.00093°K at

zero pressure. ( 48) These phase changes in He3 appear to be more

closely related to superconductivity in metals than to superfluidity



in He
4

. The properties of helium II are therefore concluded to

be those of the collective He
4

atoms.

The theory of an interacting Bose particle system is complex

and to date a completely satisfactory theory has not been devised.

The theory of a non-interacting Bose system is, on the other hand,

well understood and there are suggestive resemblances between such

a system and liquid He
4

.

(11)
The ideal system has a phase change at

3.14°K (for a particle mass and density of liquid helium) below which

there is a condensate or macroscopic occupation of the lowest, zero

momentum quantum state. The transition temperature is of the right

order of magiitude and is due entirely to Bose statistics since it

is not observed in an ideal Fermi system. There is a difference

in that the phase transition in liquid helium is a second order

transition while the condensation in the ideal system is a first order

transition. It is strongly felt however that the transition in liquid

helium is the Bose condensation suitably modified by the interatomic

interactions.

The ideal Bose system provides the basis for the well known

phenomenological two-fluid model for liquid helium put forth by

Tisza.
(12,13)

The condensate of the ideal Bose system corresponds to

one "fluid" in the model and the particles not in the condensate make

up the second "fluid". The theory is capable of describing many of

the observed properties of the liquid from this framework and actually

predicted the existance of second sound four years before it was

(1)observed. Landau developed much the same theory from a more



fundamental viewpoint.
(15,16)

Landau assumed that the fluid could be

represented by two kinds of elementary excitations, phonons and rotons.

The phonons are low lying states with a nearly linear dispersion

relationship and the rotons are higher energy states seperated from

the ground state by an energy gap:

E titck phonons

and

rotons

where E is the energy of the collective particles, la is the wavevector,

A is the energy gap,, is an effective mass, and c is the velocity of

sound. Landiu was able to deduce the constants b, and ,4 from the

measured specific heat. Subsequently Cohen and Feynman showed that

the density fluctuation spectrum could be measured by the inelastic

scattering of neutrons by the liquid. (17) The results of such experi-

ments showed that the Landau phonons and rotons are identical in

energy with the levels of the density fluctuations and that the phonons

(18-20)
and rotons are segments of a continuous dispersion curve.

As usefull as the two-fluid model has been, it casts little

light on the fundamental reasons for the behaviour of liquid helium.

What is ultimately desired is a completely microscopic theory with

no adjustable parameters, based only upon Bose statistics and the

interatomic interaction. The appropriate formalism for obtaining such

a solution for an interacting many-body system is that of quantum

field theory.
(21,22)

A straightforward application of quantum field

theory is not possible however for systems possessing a condensate

because Wick's theorem, the basic decoupling tool for the higher



order Green's functions which arise, is not valid for the condensate

operators.
(23,24)

In a weakly interacting approximation the condensate

particle operators may be replaced with "c" numbers. The remaining

non-condensate operators obey Wick's theorem resulting in the well

known Bogoliubov approximation.
(25)

This idea has beep extended to

a strongly interacting system by the introduction of a chemical

potential and allowing the number of condensate particles to be

a variable.
(26)

The condensate is again seperated from the remainder

of the operators and the techniques of field theory can be used with

the condensate appearing in the form of an external field in the

Feynman diagrams. Solutions at zero temperature have been obtained

in the low density limit using this technique.
(27-30)

The theory

has recently been extended to low temperatures for a weakly inter-

acting system. (31)

The approach used in this paper is to work with the collective

coordinates y and i; which are the density fluctuation operator and

the momentum density operator respectively. These are the coord-

inates of the hydrodynamic theory(15 )but instead of the usual

hydrodynamic Hamiltonian we will use the Hamiltonian as derived by

\Sunakawa, Yamasaki, and Kebukawa (SYK). (32,33) The SYK Hamiltonian

is rigorously developed from the exact second quantization Hamiltonian,

it depends upon the Bose statistics of the atoms, and it explicitly

depends upon the interparticle interaction. The SYK Hamiltonian puts

the hydrodynamic theory into a microscopic framework and corrects

two major defects of the theory, i.e. it previously was independent of



the atomic statistics and the interparticle potential appeared via

the density and velocity of sound. The collective coordinate

Hamiltonian will be used to evaluate the density-density Green'

function through second order in the three phonon events. The ultra-

sonic attenuation coefficient will then be calculated from the Green's

function and the results will be compared to experimental measurements.

The advantages of such an approach are: first, the collective

coordinates are not associated with the condensate so the problems

related to decoupling the condensate operators are avoided; second,

the results in principle are valid for physical densities and strong

interactions; third, the multi-phonon spectrum is theoretically

included in the results. In addition, as will become evident, the

starting point for the perturbation theory is the Bogoliubov spectrum

rather than the free particle states. Since the Bogoliubov spectrum

more nearly approximates the measured helium excitation spectrum

one might expect better results in low order perturbation theory

starting with the Bogoliubov spectrum. The principal disadvantage

is that a intricately coupled set of Green's functions must be

evaluated. The process is tedious and possibly not practical to

extend to higher order.



II THE DENSITY-DENSITY GREEN'S FUNCTION

Consider a system of N helium atoms (henceforth we consider

only He atoms) of mass M contained in a volume V interacting with

a potential V(x-x'). The second quantized Hamiltonian for such a

system is givenby

H= LOY)V Sgi Yittx)V6e) V(x-x.9 P(x') 4)1x)

.P4 vecOtAle
e
voz.) al a

v4. 12,t

where the field operator te(x) and V(x) have been expanded as
-.1

and (2.2)10!

Y
aoLand akare the Bose particle annihilation and creation operators.

The transformation of the Hamiltonian to collective coordinates

corresponding to density fluctuations and momentum density has been

made by SYK(32) and by othersc34'47) We will use the following form

obtained by SYK, which is dicussed in Appendix E.

= V(0)
z-v

, V
4

eZ
A4 4,41 A

2.1)

where

-a -4
5-1

- zjA \rk V:A 4- at S:).J2

.0*0

1
2) Zm riq T-4.* 3,11-1 u`s

2, S

L -a
21,41-54- a..Q - S

1,55.0
14-s*.o.

w s 3-A" s--h4

, 5,11 o

-Ur St att #

lift) = f d3sL V(11)41- )

(2.3

higher ordex)

terms



and
z 4 M

The transformation is always possible only for a Bose system.

The operators si and v
-4
it are the density fluctuation and velocity

density operators respectively. These operators satisfy the

following commutation relations, derived from those of the Bose

particle operators,

and

Elk.) =

-40

,rh3.1r.t.: fp_k_le(?.1\rea Fs kri;

if i: Tr h. tiriciEV7) V11,1

piA

where Z. and ;) denote the components of the vectors and1;.

2.5)

2.6)

(2.9)

now restrict ourselves to temperatures below 1.6 °K where there is

no significant vortex motion; that is, we consider only irrotational

flow expressed by

rt X Vie 1 i> = o.

With this restriction Equation 2.9 becomes

-4
and & and 'r form a canonical set of coordinates.

The first three terms of the SYK Hamiltonian, Equation 2.3,

are simply constants and may be disregarded for what follows. The

remaining terms are an expansion of H in powers of 1/4T. If we

to --4
krp 1 = 0 (2.10)

(1 /Ondenote by Hn those terms proportional to 0./IN) and neglect those



terms higher than n=2, the Hamiltonian becomes

H = Ho + Hi + H2. (2.11)

Ho is bilinear in the operators 3 and and hence may be diagonalized

by a Holstein-Primakoff transformation. This transformation to

new Bose operators Bk and B4 is given by

(B k. t z.t,!k) (2.12)

t.

and \-k"
L 171. ( B4t.-F&). (2.13)

The transformed Hamiltonian has as its eigenvalues the Bogoliubov

energy spectrum

Vle"
5 tit) =

(2.14)

which is identical with the well known and important result of

Feynman with equal to the first order approximation of the

liquid structure factor. (35) The higher order terms in the Hamiltonian

are due to the phonon-phonon interaction; H1 represents the 3-phonon

events and H
2
represents the 4-phonon events.

The density-density Green's function is defined in the

Matsubara formalism as
(22)

G (k(k,1 -) =

ARe Biter") 0) /Tr C-141

2.15)

<. I %e-r) 142.(6)>

The trace is taken over a complete set.of states, T is the Wick's

time ordering operator, e, is the inverse temperature, Tis a complex

time and std is the 44 operator in the thermodynamic Heisenberg

representation,

43k t(T) Tr- e k% (2.16)



The equation of motion
t

G (te =

for G(k,'r), exact through order 1/N is,

sm.) 71- < s.1.(191 E...4,(0)] >

(2 .17)

We now proceed to evaluate G(k,T) through order 1/N. The commutators

of Equation 2.17 are calculated in Appendix A with the result

(fe.**rS 8(1-) MZ + SZ.LB Ck)6(k,1)
dfi

.71 le- , -3 -)
v-i_k cr.) g..kto.>

.1*0,1,t

.-1 withn -- c-re r.4 (1-) V3 ter) T-h( c)),
li0,c

(2.18)

-4-> tC ?cue) $1...t. I. h. A . (ROO <1.. te(1-) sis_2(1-1 g.,1/4(0;
M 1"

51 121-4 / 2T v (T.) S' (11) itc.)7 110 Ark -
Zef&t4P, p

-0 -4 --)
k CT v4 (i-) er) sm.erkvo r_k(6)> (At (e.)

mak
re41*0

5-1 gf,(1') SIX) 3.4,47) 1.-kt 0;
2 1'4%14p

Irk *0

223 (e4 kJ. )Kr ?sell pid r11141

P*0
*0

0-k 0)
-4-p )CT 4? (



where

10

SLg(k) = z eZ(k) k.2 /h1 (2.19)

is the square of the Bogoliubov frequency.

The first two terms on the right hand side of Equation 2.18

are the only terms which would survive if only H0 wel-e retained in

the Hamiltonian and we would be left with the equation of motion for

the Bogoliubov Green's function. The three operator Green's functions

are due to the 3-phonon interaction taken to first order and the four

operator Green's functions are the contribution of the 4-phonon

interaction to the same order. The-nroperators in the fourth and

seventh terms are handled as a dyadic and while these operators

commute, their positions are not interchangable without also inter-

changing the vectors appearing as postfactors and prefactors.

From Equation 2.18 we see the general form for the equation of

motion for any Green's function. The time ordering operator gives the

term containing the delta function of 'r, the bilinear terms of the

Hamiltonian result in Green's functions containing the same number

of operators as the initial Green's function and the phonon-phonon

interaction yields higher order Green's functions. We now proceed

to devise a scheme for decoupling the four operator Green's functions

which will enable us to write the equations of motion in terms of

two operator Green's functions only. The decoupling procedure will

be to take the sum of the products of all possible pairings of

operators, written as two operator Green's functions, as shown

in the following decoupling of the first four operator Green's

function of Equation 2.18:



-4
trpel.) r:i-p (T) (-7-1 O'c>

,
vs_em-) S4+1, (T)) irt,(7-) 8-ki

eT treat) 14 tts (I`
z

I > T v-i_p(r) f_h( 0)) 2.20)

<T v-r(T). Ui".1 (1 ) > <lr S fk (T) f.Ak i 0) >

This term will be known to order 1/N if we evaluate the equal time

Green's functions in the lowest or Bogoliubov approximation. We

must first determine the meaning of the time ordering operator when

applied to equal time operators. It is sufficient to note that all

of the operators with the time'r originate in the Hamiltonian and

appear as the result of the evaluation of the commutator of 17,,,(7)

with H. Any time ordering must be consistant with the ordering of

the operators in the Hamiltonian. The equal time operators will

therefore be ordered as they appear in the Hamiltonian.

The evaluation of the velocity-velocity Green's function in

Equation 2.20 in the Bogoliubov approximation is independent of

the time order,

$1
, 4 -4 tV t

cr kri (I; ) qer..))8 °
C'

sr, 4 As
( ) I ills)

(2.21)

for both 1-,IP7.T. and /..%).1-, in the limit of T1-4 11

gEs(s) \-1
-nwhere s ....r. 1 / (2.22)

This is the only meaningfull result possible since the velocity

operators commute. The same is true of the density operators and

we find by direct calculation that, also in the limit of

<7 l'srre) Tprh))7.-
211p)

independent of the time ordering. The 4 and Z operators appear

(2.23)



12

in symmetrical form in the only term of the Hamiltonian in which

both appear, therefore we interpret that

/cry-s(sterl>fs=i\--nrio..)tio.cy.a,crvic-Hsnerl)1
(2.24)

with 1.47.1-4-13, in the limit of 4-70 through positive values. Again

a direct calculation in the Bogoliubov approximation yields

<T;i1(/*) f4( )).(sr. <Ttrs(1.) (1-* >s (2.25)
ICE Z,.4

Therefore

<7 Vs (1-) St(1- )>1.1 = 0

and Equation 2.20 becomes

c-nrp ) er) fi.k (I") t-k 03) P=

1;1
CS/

1
C( + z ) <7 rk (1%) (3)

All of these results for the equal time Green's functions in the

Bogoliubov approximation are obtained in Appendix B. The remaining

four operator Green's functions in Equation 2.18 are decoupled and

(2.26)

(2.27)

evaluated in the same way with the following results:

ZrPi,(?) gpf sec 1,) a)) 7:

4.1J-P 4 1.1 t z ) go,.(.7-) §te,(0))

<T ('r) t 01)

dPk Atilt 2.11100-PS4,o Ae() +7..1'l p) 4 k4,-(3.4 LPp) r fk(r) two)

and
T &eh') S'prt) Sit_i_p(1) g-h( CO) =

[g.1,1/44 Z1AP)f Pitt Az 0+2. AO -p .X4(14Z112)i <1. fli(t) g-4,.( 01)

The significant characteristic of this decoupling is that only

the original density-density Green's function survives from

(2.28)

2.29)

(2.30)



13

among the possible two-time Green's functions. There are no velocity-

velocity or velocity-density Green's functions to complicate the

results at this point. Equations 2.27 through 2.30 are now inserted

into Equation 2.18 and recalling that

0-04. ) s_i, o)) 6-1 (to- )

allows us to write Equation 2.i8 as

G.(4,11 = ger) St ItZ 4 -S11-6 (6) &Uhl') 2:11(11.) GUsir)
FT

it% A aF-1

4- L 7.74-1-..ff,4. I G,.,-(11Afr)
14o,k

1 --) 4-7 -->

Em 4-4 v- +1)
1$ dik

[2.t(t)ft..e ttLjelk.(gik.)] ut,i,t)
it* cOt ri 2 ml-

(2.31)

(2.32)

where /i,(k)G(k,1- Iis the result of the decoupling, is the inner

product operator for the dyadic and

and

4) -4 )
tk,i,t) STr_A(r) v-_k(1 1 _ c a))

(zAti S,ct) c) g-it(01)

21,(k) is the self energy contribution from the 4-phonon events

andkrom Equations 2.27 through 2.30 is given by- a,ci+ 3.11p) t.T. toz,0 _ p telt)

2.33)

( 2 . 34 )

-V-74E.C4-421(17?-i-p1-41-)+0 ve'Pl..]
(2.35)

The odd powers of p sum to zero in this expression since both 4

and n are even in p. The final result for the 4-phonon self

energy is:



71,62A . 2:
P*0 4 M

A.-k

)1(k) is entirely real, in agreement with the related 4-phonon

14

2.36)

events in crystals where these events do not contribute to life-

time effects.
(36)

It has been speculated that in liquid helium these

4-phonon events would be the leading terms to phonon damping. (37,38)

24(k) vanishes, as it should, in the limit of a non-interacting

system. The potential is totally contained in Aland as the potential

is reduced to zero, Afapproaches unity.

X(k,i,,r) and GX,r) result from 3-phonon events in first

order. Both of these Green's functions contain an odd number of

operators and therefore vanish unless the phonon-phonon interaction

is included to a higher order. The first non-zero result is obtained

by including the three phonon process to first order in these

d4
quantities. This means that 6i,(k,1,10 and Cis(k,1,1') are evaluated

to order 1,4W in the Hamiltonian and upon substitution of these

results into Equation 2.32 the density-density Green's function will

be known to order 1/N. The general structure of the hierarchy of

equations of motion is presented and discussed in Appendix C.

There it is shown that the number of coupled equations of motion

increases very rapidly as the phonon-phonon interaction is included

to higher order.

44
The equations of motion for G:(k,1 I") and 6Uk,1,1) to order

vrw in the Hamiltonian are given by the following,



and

octi:, 6s. ( 9,t) 1-1(t) Teo) 1),ctil , f-itt 051)

1;1. <T (t.), 0-10(t), tt t Th (1431 s >

<1. [4 tut' ), ti-to(-r) Cr)Ti (1'i2 S°-k( 0))

E1-1.(11)[41(T)) f!(-r) J., Q (1-)1] 0))

15

(2.37)

al 4
37, G,00,1-.) - (1-) it; <ED44,(r)+ 14, cr.) itle(07)

rtgoerl, 140(11, (1') 01911 3-h(0 )>

E14,,ott 14,er) 3-3:-, (T) (0)

EPD(r1)14 (T) 1-41-4,01--)31

The evaluation of the commutators in Equations 2.37 and 2.38 is

straightforward but tedious. A large number of four operator Green's

functions result from the commutators which contain Hi. These are

decoupled and the equal time Green's functions are evaluated in the

Bogoliubov approximation just as was done in obtaining '51(k). The

only terms which survive are those involving the density-densitY

Green's function, just as it was in the equations leading to 'l,(k).

The commutators containing H
0
twice yield terms containing 6714,1j)

(2.38)

*4
and Ggic,1,1-). The details of evaluating the commutators, decoupling,

and obtaining.the lowest order solutions to the decoupled Green's

functions are contained in Appendix D. The results, from the Appendix,

are the following equations of motion,



and

where

and

4 SIZe(itne) -12.20 )3 GI, SO')

1-ms. Fhp(led2Jt1027-Ze)

C(k,L) C/Oti.r)

ti +4
aret2. W(4Z)1 )1'1 = S(1.) 4161V <;)1..,t Tr) k <v:t

t4
ne. See. (.it C^v. Ckji,T)

-) -4
4 it (it-A r ottit cz C-19( le,1,?")

_) -4
A. (1c,12) DOeAt) G(kj.r)

kZOct) = (41-211k4)((11-1t 2 ).(1441) EiLLk4

16

2.39)

2.40)

(2.41)
( I+ 2.)\t) .Q.(it-1) + it (1%-.1 )- (k-1)10 -Alot)

r I. "64,

4 plc al L

4,4 rdad...)
D01111) = (14-"it-t)t ,k1.4. XIt.4

3%4

( I 0.,Y14(3°)A4

(2.42)

Equations 2.32, 2.39 and 2.40 form a coupled set of differential

equations for the three Green's functions. All of the

functions are periodic in over the interval 0 t

may be Fourier expanded

ey) E
1%

G(T) represents any of the three Green's functions.

function can also be expanded

Green's

p% and hence

The delta

2.43)

2.144)



The Fourier expansions are inserted in Equations 2.32, 2.39 and

2.40 and the 1. derivatives are taken. Fourier coefficients are

then equated in each equation, resulting in the following set of

transformed equations for the three Green's functions

(2.45)

{Liw%)%--n-2407.) - 3 q(k) iwµl = t-`1112z

k2- A .24->

14.0/ 2-M
-4

42-4 -
.1 it 6,1z

where

and

with

4 2-2 A (k,..Q.) (k,

4*(0,
-4 --I

241(4) k't ka 12.(2+1 )
A (ItA Mt-i'LL

A( k,1, Lou) ay.) z )
...) mit--3 0

4 1 ,-;1:1, it 6,(11,k,Zw,.) (It --e)

+ C it, ) 01, (*. ,

4-0
Ack,/, Gv.(12,1, 13,02,1)

-4 (k.--e) V (( -.L) clU.) Gs cit,I) ws.)

+ ( t-1) Pot,/) Got, L

A.. (k, t, w ft) ( U2.40 511-11(/

(,.e) re.. ) KS

6-4

M vi-Jt tl <VI if-Zoe-a) .1

Equations 2.47 and 2.48 are combined to give the following

explicite expressions for 6 s.(k, 1, Lt4h) and Z.(k,l,Lid..),

17

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50

(2.51)



and

[_eCIeltiah.) - 4..te4 ((e -..e) _azete )1 Gs, (z,/, i LAja,)

"i\-((2'41+iW44) fS (kit) t IT% 3v..(kit)-(k-t)

+ 2./.2-(12-J232- D(k,/) + .A. C (kg/ )1

18

2.52)

.A? (f2,2, i&j.) k _a:24 tt ) 3 Gpot,.Q, (..141).

Aot,t, 13,,(h,t) * 8 .e( It eI(k-.e) aIlt) 132 Cle,.1) (2.53)

+ (le-,e)t.8.1.(k-X) sc(e) C (te,,¢) Acit,i, icum) D(itd? )1 G(z,zuL)r

These two equations are inserted into Equation 2.45 to give the

following expression for the density-density Green's function:

(Lim4.)2"-Serst.k.) 11,62.) I G (ta., w.) = It4z.

#F-L (le,/ + .13 (C. 2.e)402-4).4(,) 13801, j
":1 4.44.2.ML 174 Al ZW..) - 4 -2 ,5 ( _sec, (I

E m-r-14
Acie..1, haft) .ft". + 7 18' ).4(k4).4(4)8s0,2)

i La..) - 4 s04 (se-4 ) (Aicot

E A otre Jute, 4, i'w.1 13s0,/) t a 415-. Oilt) ( lz-Z3t )
(2.54)

1\-1' tz, 2, -4 ...006(k-,1) _az,$(.1)1A ask M

kt.1(it-2.0 4((t-t) Gat) c(it,t) Dclepti
mit fg - 4 sesck,t) -17-z6(1)I*41k

c eiz.OVI 1 sr 4( --e ) tt a &di) + (Ct. ci.4441)(114) G(k,i Wm)
ma. 1L=Itt,..to:t41,.1 -4 -S231,01-4) -We(t)

4-

Ati,/,) 2 Al 01.-A31 D(k,,e) + A.th,t,;t044) C(k,I) Got,1:(414)

I **A M A`s(it, /, ZW,t) -4 ..re.(k-.e.) )

We now denote the first three sums in Equation 2.54 by H(k,LW.)

and recognize that the last three sums define a second contribution

to the self energy which we denote as "211.(1c,404. These two quantities

allow us to express the Green's function in the following compact

form,

Gtic,La%
'Kiehl 4- )4cit,Zw...)

- -.22h(le.) -23 ,(It) - ((e,iWk
(2.55)



The three sums which comprise the self energy,1Wk,6J4 can be

algebraically manipulated into the following form,

12, LuJ44)

2,..0 .- -41=2 v-A.(,?,,h,o[Datat 2411e. (it-e g .4t1:z V02,04 6 -e.(114:1C"")3
144A 8 MLR! X(k,R'W.t) -4-Et Ot-1).Sets(1)

r co, .11

+ 2.4---1 0 120z-I )11 t.. k212,4 12-1 It aelz. (k-e) j --I -I- [22__L-t _izzzort, 0.1-1Dika,
4, m4 " -A... re., a...

eso, A-ztit, 1, ;loft) 4 .s4.0=4) sz2..(1)

442.(k,limft) also vanishes in the limit of a non-interacting system,
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2.56)

as it should. In this limit

MA= 114- NkA

(from Equations 2.41 and 2.42) and the numerator of each term in

Equation 2.56 goes to zero.

The expression for the density-density Green's function,

Equation 2.55, is the basic result of this paper. From this Green's

function one may calculate the advanced or retarded Green's function,

the spectral function or the thermodynamic average of any observable

of the system. In particular, the elementary excitation spectrum

and the lifetime of the excited states are obtained from the poles

of the Green's function and the spectral function.
(22)

The inelastic

scattering of slow neutrons by the liquid provides a direct measure-

ment of the excitation spectrum. Incident neutrons with energy ikur,

-o
and momentum klare scattered into states with energy tkkland

momentum the liquid is excited (from the ground state) into

--b - -7
states with energy w =14,-wi and momentum k = kz- kt. The scattering

cross section is given by
(
2 1)

at,
awasz.

AOWA )
- ik.t4
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where d-Ris the solid angle and A(k0.)) is the spectral function.

The peak of the spectral function defines the elementary excitation

spectrum and the linewidth is given by the width at half maximum of

the same quantity. (39)
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III LIFETIME EKEIECTS

The elementary excitation spectrum is defined by the spectral

function. If the spectral function is sharply peaked for some

frequency and wavevector then the spectrum is well defined and the

states are long lived. A knowledge of, the spectral function there-

fore yields the energy levels and the lifetimes of the excited

states of the system. We can obtain the spectral function from the

Matsubara Green's function, Equation 2.55, in two steps. First we

obtain the retarded Green's function from Equation 2.55 by analytically
1

continuing 64m in the complex w plane to paii-S where b approaches

zero through positive values. The spectral function, A(k,W), is then

given by:

A(kitz). -7-- .1144 Gplk,w)
3.1)

where G (k,4) is the retarded Green's function. The analytic

continuation of iw..t to co+i. results in imaginary parts in both '4,(k,IA)

and H(k0,1). If we write

Al(itAu) = -CL26(t) Lf,(k) + Re *...(tel LO), (3.2)

(3.3)(k, u.) 1..41A 23 )

and i4 (k,..3) z Rc 14 (tr,w) 1414 H (11/ (3.4)

then the retarded Green's function is given by

-Kkt/m -r Re 1-1(104)* k 1.34k H(4.),4)

(3.5)
A2' (tt,w) + i r Lk, u3)

The spectral function is easily found to be:

Et%W. + Re t4(k,uiZroa,1.0)-ttwt--47(12,41.14,(la,L0)
A01.1t.3. -z cwt-& ihA.3)-3?- Plot .t..3) .(3.6)

Equation 3.6 is quite complicated, due in part to H(k,W) and it



would be a formidable task to obtain an analytic solution for this

quantity for all values of frequency and wavevector. If however,

r(kx) is much smaller than 42(k,40 and if H(k,W) and r(kg are

weakly dependent upon the frequency for lAlka(k,t4 then the spectrum

will be sharply defined and Equation 3.6 can be greatly simplified.

Under these conditions the spectral function will be sharply peaked

atu3tA(k,14) and the term containing Im H(k,141) can be neglected

giving:
+ R e 1-4020.4 rck,t43)

r , us)

The maximum amplitude of A(k,(4) will then be

A M44; tA) = L 111131M gc 1+(t,w)
r (.42, LAI

and the half with at half maximum is given by the solution of

22

(3.7)

(3.8)

ACkua) = 0,"(12,w) (3.9)

for the frequencies at the one half maximum amplitude points,ww,

followed by the evaluation of the half width at half maximum (HWHM):

NW NM
A for w,1,} 1O.i

A W .1 for t...3 IlL < 6k12).

The frequencies for which the amplitude is one half the maximum

are
[ b2(k) 00314-

(3.10)

(3.11)

as determined from Equation 3.9. The half width at half maximum

is then given by

W Wit) = Lech) t r (k)7 ih-__6(k)

which becomes, for fl << 4.1(k),

7_ (k)

3.12)

(3.13)



We have suppressed the frequency dependence in Equations 3.10

through 3.13 since the width of the spectral function is rigorously

a function of only the wavevector. This follows from the definition,

for if we plot the spectral function at a fixed value of wavevector,

as a function of the frequency, the width is just a number with units

of frequency. The width will change only when different wavevectors

are selected. The assumption of a sharply defined excitation spectrum

means that we then need r(k,4) only at WItA(k) and

Poo rot,L0.400)

We now proceed to determine the linewidth in the long wave-

length limit where the assumptions leading to Equation 3.13 are(as

we will show) satisfied. This part of the spectrum has received

considerable attention and there are accurate experimental measure-

ments to which the results may be compared.
(38,41743)

In particular

we will calculate the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient for

temperatures below 0.6 K, where the total contribution to damping

comes from the phonon branch of the spectrum. We begin by calcu-

lating the imaginary part of the self energy,P(k,t4).

The denominator of the self energy, 111.(k04) in Equation 2.56

is factorable as:

rAl. (kik, Wm) 4 nzls(kntl-SZ:(10 g -9 is( (z-t.) Sig

X V
-12igh-1-)-1--QA(1) L

r
- k-t) -S24(1 ) -t---24(1c-t 1 +-S41R)1

1

Sletz-2)---54(1)E,I +-94(7 ) --Rut c w.--s740x-e)-1-st4(t';1

3.14)



The analytic continuation of 4001wa and the symbolic identity

P T. t.11

gives the real and imarinary parts of '231(kA, the imaginary

24,

(3.15)

part being

r(k,t0) = et-4 (3.16)

Tr -tt7-4.(k,/,1,4)Cie.Q (k -11 t.2 ILL 12),C kr.e)3 a 00;4+ -k`.e'tk}e]C(k,e)3

tr11. MZ aT -0-et k,-4 (t) E.-2402.1) 4-sea(t)7

x E(LA) -r_ct,sitz-.0+stale)- g(t...),S73(12-e) -_cdt3)1

Tt .k4kzot...eit {D.424), + z ).] 5{.1 rajlaz _ tz..DN,2

V.4
2. m4 xi ) +-stall

Y &(w +-Sts(tx-4) +Stet/ )) - cC.10.4) --32,s(k --Q&C

irkz-A_thrt,tal Itkqfk-3)+2121:1:.(a3..t-e.D(h,L) *CC's 4- 01-.(k+;2 C(4,k)1

L4 pt' 01,0 114( t E-Stistk -.e) --Re GO

x stw--rza(k-e)+_sta(t),_ g(w-fsza(it,t) __szn.(0)

Ott -4
Tr t, 2.2t k fiEkti t -ht.e k+4 0014231

-I- Li
Q4-sit )18 144 GT -StpAk-.e1-Ctes(A) CS-talk-AN -.-ars(4 )3

x1.6(U)--Rs(k--Q1-1-z4(1)) - w -1sz,b02 -.siG(.1))..1

The delta functions in Equation 3.16 indicate the physical processes

associated with each term. The first delta function,

( IA) k -R60E-Q1 - t- 1Z6(i )

-r-

A40,1c

requires a negative frequency which is an un -physical process and

hence may be neglected. The second delta function,

6(1.4--Qt1,(12-1)--9 4(1)),

corresponds to a process in which an excitation decays into two

(Bogoliubov) excitations represented by the diagram



.:241(11-..0

Q-ri )

The first two sums in Equation 3.16 depend upon this delta function

and will be called rp(k,u) where the subscript implies the decay

mechanism. This decay process has been shown to give rise to strong

damping in the one-phonon spectrum at particular threshold values of

the wavevector.
(4o)

The delta functions of the last two sums of

Equation 3.16,

S(1-07t- St-1110E4) 1: S43(A ))

correspond to scattering events in which an excitation is scattered

by a second (1Bogoliubov) excitation into a third (Bogoliubov) state,

represented by the diagrams

< ,a
aglaz.40

Jls(1)

w 44301-0

as(t)
.

These two sums will be called r (k,t) to denote the scattering

processes which allows us to write Equation 3.16 as

r (z,,,3) = rot,w) ± TT, otiLo

In the long wavelength limit the Bogoliubov frequency, as

found from Equations 2.5, 2.6,and 2.19 is given by

-r
SLgOE) = VC 00 -Ott

3.17)

(3.18)

The dispersion is linear but the determination of the slope from

the potential is not possible because the analytic expressions

which fit the interatomic potential, as it is now known, do not

have a Fourier transform. For example, the best known fit to the
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potential is given by the Lennard-Jones or 6-12 potential which does

not have a Fourier transform. In lieu of an interatomic potential

which has a transform we make the replacement

[tx-4-
qu

my VWI C.

where c is the velocity of sound.

The assumption of a sharp excitation spectrum means that we need

to evaluate r(k,W) in the region of the peak, that is, for the phonon

peak where Wtc111.1. This limits the contributing values of t to .1.4.k.

in the remaining delta function of r (k,61). Physically this simply

implies that an elementary excitation can only decay into excitations

of lower energy. The delta functions of ils(k04) can be satisfied for

all values of / with I.Jat the phonon peak.

The first two sums of Equation 3.16 can be written

-0 4
11 VI Ca(1,13)+1111t.(k-12n CN, Q31

AR
Li x

Byte 3 Z. Ma rm-

X S --54( le --SZe(1))
(319)

-,1 4

)]
?i Ae

?h( _tatziv-, 002,4

Stole
1.#11' Ft U..)

x ((A -_szsoz-1 -staco) )

where we have used

_A-( 0,w) g (14--Q4(frz.4) =

S (LO Slog it-1) --g43(2))

(141 --C16(11)
) (3.21)

LA)

(LZ ---SZVA)

-2elle-104- 26(0

(3.20)

and Equations 2.5and 2.19 which in combination yield



The

tl
(1 =

M

two sums in Equation 3.19 can be combined to give

flp(t41.,L0)
2-11 3-11zmt;,174 1.4 iDezi.I.Cic.-4) 2-elf:lit:I)]

J a. eAt

4- L [24F -1217?.(re;)--e x ON,A

&((.4)--CtsCk.--el -_ast.o)
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(3.22)

3.23)

where, from Equations 2.41 and 2.42,

a12,2) 4
--) 4

111.(t-t 1 (le.41t07 hi )
liz_e+ 1---;,.D0z,..Q):::z.,,1110cht (I+ 111+111z...el-- 4.-4.11

rat _t A it..t

, -r .......4 --9 ) ,
+ leIt.Ot --Q. ) (k--t1L.Q. (h.--e 1 9.11e4ki-V3 + P/ JR.

Xt 4-4. Al4 &t At ale 4 1 '

and ro(k,t4 becomes

ro(t,t,) =_E (I1 X44 Itit.4 )-Ir-----t14- E.,Itil, (k-t )+z-Qtr.cle-e 0

IsSh CI 114f.1 L.0

-) 114-Z ( t- ) 6 -124)

+ Aa Ak -11 2.(letg)-) c
-A

Xzt qts-k

+ 12,12 (k-A)z-t. k...e
RIEt%

S(1.0 -...Cistit-4 ) -.Steal)

(3.24)

In the same way rs (k,..1) can be written

fis001.10=- E (k w t -steel)
Azov.

+ 144 St (1t --2) -31e(1 ))1S

where
4 .4

Futit\ lit`
4

kai3.0;. 1-L11\4 it.qatmt
vel ks)

te..t t

, 4
ck-A /1-(z24lit-.R.k)

Att AL., 'At
(k --e 11-(144.2-21)

a h
-9 -)

11.(1.1.-A)
A4, rt

lt Alt-4 tk I,

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)
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The integrands of Equations 3.25 and 3.26 are plotted in Figure 3.1

-4
as a function of for Iki held fixed at 10-4A-1 and 1'4= cose -= 1.

This value of k corresponds to a frequency of 38Mhz, a typical

frequency in ultrasonic experiments. The integrands are plotted

at two temperatures, 0.6°K and 0.05°K. The integrand of rp(k,W)

is plotted only up to X = k since, as has been discussed, the

contribution of rp(k,61) is limited to these values of t by the

delta function. There are two important conclusions to be reached

from Figure 3.1. First, Tip (kA can be neglected in comparison

with rs (k,W). Second, r. is sharply peaked within this temper--

ature range at Q values which are much greater than the ultrasonic

wavevector, k. The peak is shifted towards lower A! values at lower

temperatures but even at 0.05°K the peak is still at 1-1=102k. We

can therefore make expansions appropriate for t.i>k and kle.0 in

evaluating 111(k0.). In plotting these quantities we have used the

following form for the structure factor, valid for k 0 and obtained

from Equations 3.18 and 3.22,

k- zmc
It is convenient to put Equation 3.26 into symmetrical form

by replacing the summation index A. with Ek +1), giving,

(3.28)

Ps ot ,u3) = Z (II \q 't-4 F (kV )14(43-3z4(1/411+3act.s-4
12$ ±i

4.s(w-_g (i1:f) Jas + z"

(3.29)

The integrand is still strongly peaked at .PD> k but the even terms

in F(k,ke ) now sum to zero, leaving
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The arguments of the delta functions in Equation 3.29 are, with

Equation 3.18

W+ sts (V) 1-__2,1(kg)z w I ±ilcik*A1)

which for ..e>>k is

-CW14) t Sirs( It-tn "s=

Equation 3.29 then becomes

rs(k)101= 27, 0111.44-14ti.1) F.(11Neqg(cose+.(tk
.(.C.OSZ Z

We now wish to evaluate ri,(kg in the limit of k ---) and LZ*0

with 0 tE( g-.111 as required by the delta functions in Equation 3.32.

In this limit

+ c le. Cts49- .

30

(3.30)

(3.31)

3.32)

and

( TIv-vItc2) ptc.

V) 71 kj" t e0 cosz. -
C OrA4mciz J'

,

[21 (tc.b,--Sco54

COS 4

qt.414c

(3.33)

(3.34)

The transformation of the sum into an integral in the usual way,



gives for Equation 3.32, with Equations 3.33 and 3.34 inserted

and the angular integrations completed,
ao

rs( 2,w)

Tr ticptt 4,L

st K4sc,C211) T't

Ti it W
11

0,?

trot 4 C2We k. I 72 m C. j fl (1-Q p

(e. -I

31

(3.35)

where s, = N/V.

For temperatures below 0.6°K the first term in Equation 3.25 is

the leading term and the substitution

integrals into the form

KtMex d

cex-1

x= Z¢ t:cit transforms all of the

2.1% -I Z14
z Tr 113 1

where B
2m

i
s
the Bernoulli number of 2m ( 44 ) an

first term of Equation 3.35 is therefore

rs (k) s

The second and third terms are proportional to

Since we still have the requirement of

the maximum value of rs(k,u1) is

,A,,r ((LI

We now wish to know if this maximum value is less than Lj(k),

(3.36)

B
4

-1/30. The

T" and T

(3.37)

respectively.

(3.38)

(3.39)

which in the long wavelength limit is given by the Bogoliubov

frequency,

got) 7.- ell-L.

At 0.6°K Equation 3.39 is numerically

(3.40)



d.

in CGS units where

rrto,Y GA) = 6.25 x 105 k2,

2k2
5.66 x 108 k2,

My= 0.145 gm/cm3

c = 2.38 x 10
4

cm/sec.

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.4k)

is therefore about three orders of magnitude smaller than

and, as discussed prevously in deriving Equation 3.13, the

spectrum will be sharply defined. From Equation 3.13 the frequency

at one half amplitude is given by

A cloD (3.45)

and with Equations 3.41 and 3.42 we see that across the half width

the maximum deviation of W1 from 4(k) will be

U0=41(k)[1 + 5.58 x 104]) (3.46)

or across the full width the frequency will deviate only about

1 part in 103 from/4(k). From Equation 3.37 we see that ri,(1,14)

will also change by about this amount as 4)varies about Uili(k).

ris(k0.4) is therefore weakly dependent upon frequency across the

peak of the spectral function, as was assumed in deriving Equation

3.8, and we can make the replacement

= (t) = 6.2 (3.47)

in 1S0,04 to determine the linewidth. We emphasize that Equation

3.37 contains the full frequency and wavevector dependence of 170,0

and the replacement of Equation 3.47 is made only to simplify the

calculation of the linewidth and is justified by the sharpness of
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the spectrum and weak dependence of r,(k,w) upon frequency across

the peak of the spectrum.

With Equation 3.47 the expression for ils(k,U) becomes

I 1.3C.KTY4 kz
(tO

ry c (3.48)is
whereA= (KT) and K is Boltzmann's constant. The ultrasonic

attenuation coefficient,w, is defined by

where 7 is the phonon lifetime which in turn is given by

Fi W NM =

Therefore

c.(k)7:- Mi-
Cx

or cak.) = IT3 141ins t-t1 cs
T

The frequency is easier to measure than the wavevector and the

experimental results for the attenuation are usually reported as

a function of frequency. With Equation 3.47 the attenuation

becomes
T13 lei

oe_ IA)C )

mg tt3c4

3.49)

3.50)



IV RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Ultrasonic Attenuation

The ultrasonic attenuation as given by Equation 3.50 has the

familiar WT
4
dependence which is associated with the 3-phonon

events.
(31,52)

By comparison, the 4-phonon events result in an WT
6

dependence. The early measurements of the attenuation did little

to distinguish between the 3 and 4-phonon events. These early

measurements by Chase and Herlin
(4

1
)
are presented in Figure 4.1

with a plot of Equation 3.50 included. Equation 3.50 is, numerically,

GC = 2.28 (10-6)1/T4 (cm-1)
(4.1)

or 404 = 9.91 (10-6)/rT4 (Db/cm)

A
Temperature (K)

Figure 4.1 Attenuation at 12 Mhz by Chase
and Herlin. Solid line is Eq. 3.50
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where-0 is the frequency and we have used the numerical values

given in Equations 3.43 and 3.44. The results of Chase and Herlin

exhibit an average slope of about four but at the lower temperatures

the slope is closer to six than four.

The more recent measurements by Abraham et al at the same

temperatures and frequencies as those of the Chase and Herlin results

are presented in Figure 4.2. The agreement of Equation 3.50 with

these results is very good. The experimental technique of Abraham

et al is the most sophisticated to date and the results are probably

the most accurate. Most results, including those of Chase and Herlin,

depend upon a measurement of the absolute attenuation and as a

consequence the results can be effected by amplitude variations

in the sonic generators and detectors. Abraham et al on the other

hand, measured the change in attenuation at a fixed frequency as

a function of temperature in a way that was independent of amplitude

drift in either the generator or detector; The absolute attenuation

was obtained by extending the differential measurement to a low

temperature where additional changes could not be detected above

the noise. The differential change is then, within the error due

to the noise, equal to the absolute attenuation. The resolution,

as limited by the noise, was less than 0.1 Db/cm.

An experimental parameter of importance is the rate at which

the apparatus warms up. High warm up rates give less time for

measurements at low temperatures and increase the uncertainty in

the temperature measurement. The Chase and Herlin apparatus had



a warm up rate of about 1°K per hour compared to a few millidegrees

per hour in the Abraham experiments.

Jeffers and Whitney
(43)

have also made measurements of the

ultrasonic attenuation at temperatures below 0.6°K over a reason-

able range of frequencies. They find that the attenuation varies

as IAPAT3 in this temperature range. There is no known physical

process which can account for this dependence in either frequency

or temperature and it appears that they experienced a systematic

error of some sort. They experienced a rather high warm up rate

of about 4°K per hour, which may have led to this dependence.

It appears that the most reliable measurements to date are

those of Abraham et al and in Figures 4.2 through 4.7 we present

their data and a plot of Equation 3.50. Also included for comparison

is the result of the hydrodynamic theory as calculated by Khalatnikov

and Chernikova.
(45,46)

Equation 3.50 is in excellent agreement with

the measurements up to 90Mhz. Above 90Mhz the theoretical result

tends to be higher than the experimental values and at 204Mhz the

difference is a factor of about 1.5. Neither the remaining terms of

Equation 3.35 nor the neglected spectrum dispersion is large enough

to account for this difference.

The results are in agreement with the 3-phonon hydrodynamic

results in that the leading term is due to the Landau-Rumer process,

or very small angle scattering from thermal phonon (50,51) The

hydrodynamic result due to Khalatnikov and Chernikova is
(46)

Tr3(141-OLK4 4
Go rtots G6

WT 4.2)
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Figure 4.2 Attenuation at
12 Mhz measured by Abraham
et al. Solid line is Equa-
tion 3.50. Dashed line is.
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.

Figure 4.3 Attenuation at
36 Mhz measured by Abraham
et al. Solid line is Equa-
tion 3.50. Dahsed line is
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.
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Figure 4.4 Attenuation at
60 Mhz measured by AbTaham
et al. Solid line is Equa-

tion 3.50. Dashed line is
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.

Figure 4.5 Attenuation at
90 Mhz measured by Abraham
et al. Solid line is Equa-
tion 3.50. Dashed line is
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.
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Figure 4.6 Attenuation at
108 Mhz measured by Abraham
et al. Solid line is Equa-
tion 3.50. Dashed line is
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.

Figure 4.7 Attenuation at
204 Mhz measured by Abraham
et al. Solid line is Equa-
tion 3.50. Dashed line is
Khalatnikov-Chernikova
result.



where u is the Graeisen ratio,(49)

4o

and is equal to 2.62. The Khalatnikov-Chernikova result differs

from the experimental results for all frequencies being too low

by a factor of two. These results are included for comparison

because of their historical significance. The hydrodynamic theory

was the first to predict the coefficient of 4T1 and has been the

theoretical result which was in the closest agreement with the

experimental measurements.

B. The Multiphonon Sprectrum

The results for the attenuation in the phonon region were

obtained under special limiting conditions on k,W, and temperature.

We now look at the results in a more general way. The basic

result of this paper can be taken to be the spectral function,

c-kh,2114+4., 14-0z,0333Pat,t4}4-CtiLe(h)wZ r14 u.1)

Aatiti0=-L (4.4)
[0--e-CIE.to2L -t-

The one-phonon spectrum is characterized by a narrow linewidth

with bothei(kM) and r(k W) weakly dependent upon the frequency,W.

These are the conditions leading to Equations 3.7 and 3.13 where

the linewidth was found to depend only on 115(0.

When the spectrum is not sharply defined, as in the multi-

phonon contribution, the lineshape is determined by all terms in

the spectral function and in particular by the frequency dependence

in H(k04) and gik,W). Both of these quantities originate with

the equations of motion for %.4k,l,W) and Gs.(k,1,14), Equations
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2.52 and 2.53. These two Green's functions and also H(k,W) and

21.2(IOAO all share the same demoninator which is given in factored

form in Equation 3.14. The poles of these quantities occur at

frequencies

= -a tic -.2) St.s CR )

(4.5)
and W= Stettz-1) -SZis

which are the possible two-phonon spectrum frequencies. The two

phonon contribution to the spectral function is determined by

the sum, over 1, of all possible two-phonon states weighted by

the numerators of H(k,i4) and 2L(k,W). We see from the general

structure of the equations of motion presented in Appendix C

that the three-phonon spectrum and the four-phonon spectrum

appear when the phonon-phonon interaction is included to order

1/N2 ; and in general the 2n-phonon spectrum appears when the phonon-

phonon interaction is included to order 1/Nn.

This interpretation brings a new meaning to the attenuation

results for the phonon region of the one-phonon spectrum.

Damping takes place when the one-phonon spectrum can be coupled

to the multiphonon spectrum. The leading term to the damping is

the coupling of the one-phonon spectrum to the two-phonon spectrum

via the three operator phonon-phonon interaction in second order.

Only particular two-phonon states contribute to the phonon damp-

ing, ie those states with the momentum parallel and antiparallel

to the phonon momentum.

In addition to the damping of the one-phonon spectrum there
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is a possibility of direct excitation of the multiphonon spectrum,

as is found in neutron scattering experiments.
(18)

The spectral

function will therefore have a finite magnitude for k and IA) values

removed from the one-phonon peak. The two-phonon part of the

multiphonon spectrum is included in our results for the Green's

function and spectral function. To determine the two-phonon

contribution, k and w must be treated as independent variables.

We would, in principal, hold k fixed at some k1 and w fixed at

some wiliand then do the sums over the two-phonon states (sum over

1). We would then change w to wixand repeat the process to get the

spectral function as a function of w at k equal to k1. The total

k and w dependence is obtained by varying k through all values

while repeating the process at each value of k. There are probably

some simplifying assumptions, which in practice, would allow an analytic

solution in some parts of the spectrum.
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APPENDIX



A. FIRST ORDER EQUATION OF MOTION COMMUTATORS

In this Appendix we evaluate the commutators of Equation

2.17. The basic commutation relations are

and
32, fp =0 ,

--7 ^7e
?e3 = t`969)e

The terms of the Hamiltonian are

and

u-
Ho= iczo.,

cc (Jt) riz

1-4,= VITA t Ykirs s
t? -.7

DA*4
Q+s*o

1 0 21.,4

PA, 1ft *0

*0

+
14674 Rs feS).-esfs

The commutators of Equation 2.17 are therefore:
4

it; J:e 1.?1;m3ik] EIto
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M *
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5, S'Ig-.(A-?)

The summation index of this term is changed by the substitution

of(k -1) for 1 before insertion into Equation 2.17.
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In the second sum of this equation, sfek can be commuted with vs

because if l+k is zero, the entire term is zero. The final commutator

is

54-o
g+S tt 4-o

= z

A'S El/ fs 5'1 S-1-S-11

+ 4 '1 Ye S'S S'

sk
-a I

-5 S'S ft Ek-s-t

1 A4 le.
1 4 *IC ) TA

s,t *o
k- -p

(A.9)



B. THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS IN THE

BOGOLIUBOV APPROXIMATION

We: now evaluate, in the Bogoliubov approximation, the

following Green's functions:

"T et.) S's c o >

< krper) kr% ( 0)

-4T \Pp crl o )

The Hamiltonian in this approximation is

1.4 zM - v<. + 04(
t# 0

The easiest method of obtaining the desired results is to first

transform the Hamiltonian into a diagonal representation. The

transformation which diagonalizes Equation B.4 is

and

rch. (14.1- PA)

qit.;" 1341. 111.1)

where the new operators satisfy the commutation relations

[B,i>

The transformed Hamiltonian is

where

2.1 Era (I) 1316e 6.4

t*0

E 1.7%

(Bi)

(B.2)

(B3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.?



is the Bogoliubov energy. Equation B.1 becomes, with the

transformation

51

(B.io)

et) %co)) {3;;T's [<T ISFUM as!s(01> -F<T re-e(T) Ss( `'3)1"

We can also show that in the noninteracting system

aTi
Sp(t.) = emtrk e = ct-aa(?)11. ap

and
1-4114. EV? Yrkk r

Note that AT and EB(p) are even functions of p. Equation B.10

becomes

For 1->c,
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Es(MIX v.
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(B.12)

(B. 13)
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The quantity <mT,f36 is easily evaluated using Equations B.11 and

the cyclic invariance of the trace,

-Tr
Rt4

13;li-sl-fre4

Sp3.s (ebest?)...1)-t

= /AP Cirs-1

In the limit of T-4.0 Equations B.12 and B.13 both become

S'p(o)t's,(0)>:-... (t+ zlekr) Ep,-s

The equal time density-density Green's function is independent

of the order of the operators in the Bogoliubov approximation.

In the same way Equation B.2 becomes;

(B.14)

(B.15)
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In the limit of T-)o these last two equations both become
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The equal time velocity-velocity Green's function is also

independent of the order of the operators in the Bogoliubov

approximation. The mixed Green's function, Equation B.3 is, in

this approximation

For 1e)40

For et <o
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and in the same limit Equation B.24 becomes

Tr)pCo 95(o+) =

53

(B.26)

where 0+= 0 +4 in the limit offrio through positive values. The

equal time velocity-density Green's functiOn is not independent

of the ordering of the operators, one ordering being' negative

of the other.



C. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In Figure C.1 we show the types of Green's functions which

would arise if the equations of motion were extended to fourth order.

We have abreviated the Green's functions as

4 en v-11459 = cr-). 41, 1(r) y_kt o3). (c.1)

We have also neglected the coefficients and constants which would

appear and have not included the term which appears each time

an equation of motion is generated. The large dots in the figure

indicate the calculation of the equation of motion of the Green's

function appearing just above that dot and the solid lines are

connected to the Green's functions in that equation of motion.

Each equation of motion generates Green's functions of all orders

(in N2) equal to and greater than the order of the Green's function

being differentiated. The termination of the equations of motion in

order N
-2

would mean that the six operator Green's functions

proportional to N2 would be decoupled and the equal time Green's

functions evaluated in the Bogoliubov approximation. All of these

terms would then contribute an entirely real self energy to G(2?).

For this reason the six operator Green's functions appearing in the

equations of motion of the first and second order Green's functions

are not shown in Figure 0.1. The dashed lines indicate that the

equation of motion for that Green's function is identical to one

already displayed.

In order N
1
the two equations of motion are coupled.

2
order N there are three types of Green's functions coupled
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Figure C.1 Structure of the Equations of Motion Through Fourth Order
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in the equations of motion in addition to the coupling of all

of the lower order equations in pairs. There are three pairs

of coupled equations in the lower order equations. The equations

of motion of any Green's function of the form given in Equation C.1

will have terms in which the Green's function appears multiplied

by n+m-1 different frequencies. This is easily proven by evaluating

the double commutator of H with the time dependent operators in

the Green's function:

CN0, \-r41 CL

I

and therefore

It is easy to show that

Ego) [Ho, C;j1.31 = -Cei1U) -\4r4

and

therefore

Do,

ri4 I
+ D40, X11 V-3

[14. 4?4,1,4 -11

-; --I -0

.13 kr. 1:, 3.-1

+ ', 14bI [Ho) 193] v:s v-% 11

+ 040,[140,f4.-..]1

+ D4., 1,1 Ego, 12.

+ CR*, , it.,_;354.
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r-0
er. T.

+ other terms.
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We conclude that such a Green's function is associated with the

n+m-i multiple of the multiphonon spectrum. The three operator

Green's function contribute the two phonon spectrum and the higher

multiples appear in sequence with each higher order included in

the equations of motion. Termination of the equations in order N
-2

would include the two, three and four phonon parts of the multi-

phonon spectrum.



D. DERIVATION OF THE SECOND ORDER

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In this Appendix we derive Equations 2.39 and 2.40, the

44 ,
equations of motion for Gs.(k,1,4") and Gw(k,10). The equation of

motion for G1. (k 1 I') through order N2 in the Hamiltonian is

given by

a:14. G/02,f;r1= -gb")Jilmk- ge+4-1., ?ft 34: 3><EE

L D4 - +H. [140-t .)3A fia4

where for brevity we omit their dependence in the operators and

explicitely show the operators at time ir = 0. The commutators

are

Dia,?42)L4-1
-L- f"-1- P P

cm-a NA P 1P J 3 4 It-A,J

zm
-a

'S jOrt-lc + Titst t-J2 -E /
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M
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S

Stp 4.c
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Nr

The commutator of s1 with Equation D.2 yields non zero terms

only if 1=0 or k and since these terms are excluded in the sum
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of Equation 2.32 there can be no contribution from this commutator,
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The two commutators of order N2 are
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D.6)

These results are inserted into Equation D.1 and the four operator

Green's functions are decoupled in the manner as those in Equation

2.18. The only terms which survive the decoupling are the ones

which contain the original Green's function, G(k,T). The

decoupling is straightforward but lengthly and will not be reprod-

uced here.

The equation of motion for k,10-.) is likewise
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The next commutator is
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The prime on the summation sign nvans that the zero subscripts

on toe YS operators are excluded from the sums. Expressions D.11,

D.14, D.15 and D.16 are inserted into Equation D.7, the four

operator Green's functions are decoapLed as before and the equal

time Green's functions are evaluated in the lowest order as before

to obtain Equation 2.40. These steps are all straightforward

and will not be tabulated here.



E. THE SUNAKAWA-YAMASAKI-KEBUKAWA HAMILTONIAN

In this Appendix we will briefly review the derivation of the

collective coordinate SYK'Hamiltonian. The starting point is the

exact second quantized Hamiltonian for N Bose atoms enclosed in a

volume V, each with a mass M, given by

1-.1 =1- V (E.1)

Edux 7 4)*()(3.--t1)(0--r al)(' `P C) WV) VN-x9 (Pookpo())

where the field operators are expanded in plane wave states

and

4)(.1() = Lake )

cCt e '" 1":;)Tv(0 = TV= )

VVei= v Z, VOL)

The operators & and a are the Bose annihilation and creation

operators which satisfy the following commutation relations,

Catt,elel = Laic, a = Eat, etvi = 0 .

The collective coordinates TA and 400 corresponding to the

density operator and the momentum density operator are defined by

(t)*(xl YU)

and (t) 4) Cx) W(x) 43 00 }

Lkoi
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with the corresponding Fourier expansions,

and
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where

and

The operator

Tk= Q ptk Cle-k

-4 -4
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corresponds to density fluctions about the mean density N/V=ITTSVV.

(E.6)

(E.7)

From Equations E.3 and E.6 it is straightforward to show that the

commutation relations for these collective coordinates are

and

= 0

tik, Eh] = Ste-k. , (E.8)
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where I and 1 denote the cartesian components of the vector quantities.

The coordinates gk and ik are not canonically conjugate, as is

obvious from Equations E.8. A conjugate set does result if we

transform the velocity density operator into a new collective

-4

coordinate, viL, defined by

t

(g sp4t 1/4-1-r

pAlq.

With this transformation the first commutator of Equation E.8 is

(E.9)

unchanged and we proceed to calculate The first step

is to iterate Equation E.9,
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The commutator MOO is found, using Equation E.8,
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We now seperate the sums into terms with p=k' and terms with p#k',
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^4
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F*41

.71

1+4.
4
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All of the terms cancel in pairs except the one

t

function, leaving

The remaining

CV-it, S1,1] = ti k' k,

commutator to be evaluated is
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containing the delta
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The second and sixth terms in the right hand side of Equation E.14

sum to, with Equations E.8 and E.13,

k Zvi; 1,13 'ratN Fitt-223 3
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In the same way the fourth and eighth terms sum to

trci: p
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and Equation E.14 becomes
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We now write Equation E.9 as

.,
tt. rid 1p-14. v-7

and insert this expression into the second and third terms of

Equation E.17. These two terms become
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Insert Equation E.19 into Equation E.17 to obtain
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.(E.20)
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where the prime on the last sum means that the one term with p=k

and q =k' is not included in the sum. We now put Equation E.18 into

the first term on the right hand side of Equation E.20 after using

the last of Equations E.8,

441.311 (%14-wkit

1",4 r.) vsp. ki Ep-k-w \re 6;1.
P

The second and third terms in Equation E.20 sum to

L ap-14i VP (E.22)

and with Equations E.21 and E.22 the final result for Equation E.20

E.21)
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We now restrict our attention to irrotational flow expressed

by ;:):-44 1 > =0

and Equation E.23 becomes

p -h. = o

Since the Fourier coefficients are unique this last equation

can be satisified only if

or

which, along with

and

-4 4
\rch A "

EArit) '12.:1
k'

(E.23)

(E.24)

are the commutation relationships for irrotational flow.

We now write the Hamiltonian in terms of these collective

coordinates by first introducing the operator

p= 4)(y.) 1-4) ').*(`) (E.25)

from which we find,

kru) 1/41-".06 P

f'1.1=

This implies that the eigenvalues of the P operator can be either 0

or i. Since no Bose state can vanish when multiplied by the

creation operator, then

kP4(% 1 `Pt') > 4. ©,
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and the zero eigenvalue of the P operator is not allowed for a

Bose system. The projection operator P is therefore a unity

operator.

We insert the P operator into the kinetic energy from Equation

E.1 to obtain

V tvb() qkx) `N (x) Po()
zpt

From Equation E. we find
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and
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which allows us to write Equation E.26 as
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The terms are expanded in powers of 01/gA/ where To4 is the density

fluctuation and N/V is the average density.

The first term of Equation E.28 becomes with Equation E.5,
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The third term becomes
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The potential energy is likewise transformed,
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The resultant Hamiltonian is therefore
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